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BROADACRE NEEDS TO BE READY TO “CRIB 3 WEEKS” & “REAP THE RAIN” 

NEW-ERA HORTICULTURE 

JOINT VENTURE ANNOUNCED 
Ferti-Tech is in full partnership with Velisha 

Brothers Horticulture to form a new-era 
Vegetable Seedlings Joint Venture in Werribee 

Victoria. With immediate effect VFT (Velisha 
Ferti-Tech) SEEDLINGS has gone to 100% 
capacity and is now building a new facility to 

double capacity within the next 3 months. The 
Horticultural market has been very impressed 

with the exceptionally strong vigour and 
consistent quality being supplied by VFT and it 

is clear a ‘game-changer’ event is now 
underway in Horticulture. Vegetable Growers 
now have access to Ferti-Tech’s CSA super-

healthy seedlings with no transplant shock and 
‘spring-loaded’ for an immediate growth 

response in the paddock. Several Certified 
Organic Vegetable Growers have reported 

VFT Seedlings are clearly out-performing other 
suppliers and will be ready for harvest several 
weeks earlier than expected. So now there’s 

some adjusting to do with VFT Seedlings 
giving a better start and a quicker turnaround 

for the farmer! But that’s just CSA Principles at 
work – maximising nature’s true potential with 

smart physiological controls.  
  

  SUPER SEEDLINGS! 
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 

We don’t talk about product very much because CSA is always 
Principles First, then Program, then Product. This time however – 

time is short and Answers will be needed. The CSA Principle that’s 
requiring action soon is “BroadAcre Crops must be on-track for 

shape and size, root mass and tillering and/or stem length before 
Winter Solstice”. Not negotiable. The best outcomes always occur 

when emerging from winter if that ‘right status’ is achieved. 
Regardless of frost, flood, drought or storm the best chance for 
yield is achieved if the plant is still on-track by Winter Solstice. 

 
So, with that set CSA Principle in mind; and if we are sowing late, 
we do whatever we economically and practically can to push that 
crop along as quick as we can. Liquid Inject players are lucky in 

that they can dial their APP/Phosphorus/UAN Levels up. Solid-only 
fertiliser users can’t be certain solid will work in time before the 

days get too short and the ground gets too cold. Everyone 
however can get the job done with Effective Foliars and crib back 3 

week’s worth of growth by making sure the crop keeps growing 
well into winter - even if the soil temperature drops below 8C. 
So what is an Effective Foliar? A Phloem Effective NPK that is 

well-loaded with P. We use 6-8 Litres of Ferti-PhosTraK with 10-
20 Litres of UAN and 2 Litres of BIONiK. We have testimonials 
across Australia that PhosTraK ‘makes crops grow’ and keeps the 
growth going for another month that’s well into winter. That’s the 
Principle, Program and Product that works if you’re sowing late. 
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